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E 8s 

EAGEREST AEEEGRST EAGER, impatiently longing [adj] 

EANLINGS AEGILNNS EANLING, yeanling (young of sheep or goat) [n] 

EARACHES AACEEHRS EARACHE, pain in ear (organ of hearing) [n] 

EARDROPS ADEOPRRS EARDROP, earring (ornament for earlobe) [n] 

EARDRUMS ADEMRRSU EARDRUM, tympanic membrane [n] 

EARFLAPS AAEFLPRS EARFLAP, part of cap designed to cover ears [n] 

EARHOLES AEEHLORS EARHOLE, external opening of ear [n] 

EARLDOMS ADELMORS EARLDOM, rank of earl [n] 

EARLIEST AEEILRST EARLY, near beginning of period of time or series of events [adv] / EARLY [adj]  

EARLOBES ABEELORS EARLOBE, part of ear [n] 

EARLOCKS ACEKLORS EARLOCK, curl of hair by ear [n] 

EARLSHIP AEHILPRS earldom (rank of earl) [n -S] 

EARMARKS AAEKMRRS EARMARK, to designate for specific use [v] 

EARMUFFS AEFFMRSU EARMUFF, one of pair of ear coverings [n] 

EARNESTS AEENRSST EARNEST, down payment [n] 

EARNINGS AEGINNRS something earned [n -S] 

EARPHONE AEEHNOPR listening device worn over ear [n -S] 

EARPIECE ACEEEIPR earphone (listening device worn over ear) [n -S] 

EARPLUGS AEGLPRSU EARPLUG, plug for ear [n] 

EARRINGS AEGINRRS EARRING, ornament for earlobe [n] 

EARSHOTS AEHORSST EARSHOT, range within which sound can be heard [n] 

EARSTONE AEENORST otolith (hard mass that forms in inner ear) [n -S] 

EARTHIER AEEHIRRT EARTHY, composed of, resembling, or suggestive of earth [adj] 

EARTHILY AEHILRTY in earthy (composed of, resembling, or suggestive of earth) manner [adv] 

EARTHING AEGHINRT EARTH, to cover with earth (soil) [v] 

EARTHMAN AAEHMNRT person from planet earth [n -MEN] 

EARTHMEN AEEHMNRT EARTHMAN, person from planet earth [n] 

EARTHNUT AEHNRTTU European herb [n -S] 

EARTHPEA AAEEHPRT twining plant [n -S] 

EARTHSET AEEHRSTT setting of earth as seen from moon [n -S] 

EARWAXES AAEERSWX EARWAX, cerumen (waxy secretion of ear) [n] 

EARWORMS AEMORRSW EARWORM, bollworm (larva of certain moth) [n] 

EASEMENT AEEEMNST relief (aid in form of money or necessities) [n -S] 

EASINESS AEEINSSS state of being easy (not difficult) [n -ES] 

EASTERLY AEELRSTY wind from east [n -LIES] 

EASTINGS AEGINSST EASTING, movement toward east [n] 

EASTWARD AADERSTW direction toward east [n -S] 

EATABLES AABEELST EATABLE, edible (something fit to be eaten) [n] 

EATERIES AEEEIRST EATERY, lunchroom [n] 

EBONISED BDEEINOS EBONISE, to ebonize (to stain black in imitation of ebony) [v] 

EBONISES BEEINOSS EBONISE, to ebonize (to stain black in imitation of ebony) [v] 

EBONITES BEEINOST EBONITE, hard rubber [n] 

EBONIZED BDEEINOZ EBONIZE, to stain black in imitation of ebony [v] 

EBONIZES BEEINOSZ EBONIZE, to stain black in imitation of ebony [v] 

ECAUDATE AACDEETU having no tail [adj] 

ECBOLICS BCCEILOS ECBOLIC, type of drug [n] 
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ECCLESIA ACCEEILS assembly in ancient Greece [n -E] 

ECDYSIAL ACDEILSY ECDYSIS, shedding of outer layer of skin [adj] 

ECDYSONE CDEENOSY insect hormone [n -S] 

ECDYSONS CDENOSSY ECDYSON, ecdysone (insect hormone) [n] 

ECESISES CEEEISSS ECESIS, establishment of plant or animal in new environment [n] 

ECHELLES CEEEHLLS ECHELLE, device for spreading light into its component colors [n] 

ECHELONS CEEHLNOS ECHELON, to group in particular formation [v] 

ECHIDNAE ACDEEHIN ECHIDNA, spiny anteater [n] 

ECHIDNAS ACDEHINS ECHIDNA, spiny anteater [n] 

ECHINATE ACEEHINT spiny (bearing or covered with thorns) [adj] 

ECHINOID CDEHIINO spiny marine animal [n -S] 

ECHOGRAM ACEGHMOR record produced by device that uses ultrasonic waves [n -S] 

ECHOISMS CEHIMOSS ECHOISM, formation of words in imitation of sounds [n] 

ECHOLESS CEEHLOSS producing no echo [adj] 

ECLECTIC CCCEEILT one who draws his beliefs from various sources [n -S] 

ECLIPSED CDEEILPS ECLIPSE, to obscure (to make obscure) [v] 

ECLIPSER CEEILPRS one that eclipses (to obscure (to make obscure)) [n -S] 

ECLIPSES CEEILPSS ECLIPSE, to obscure (to make obscure) [v] 

ECLIPSES CEEILPSS ECLIPSIS, ellipsis (omission of word or words in sentence) [n] 

ECLIPSIS CEIILPSS ellipsis (omission of word or words in sentence) [n -SES, -ES] 

ECLIPTIC CCEIILPT astronomical plane [n -S] 

ECLOGITE CEEGILOT type of rock [n -S] 

ECLOGUES CEEGLOSU ECLOGUE, pastoral poem [n] 

ECLOSING CEGILNOS ECLOSE, to emerge as larva from egg [v] 

ECLOSION CEILNOOS emergence of insect larva from egg [n -S] 

ECOCIDAL ACCDEILO ECOCIDE, destruction of natural environment [adj] 

ECOCIDES CCDEEIOS ECOCIDE, destruction of natural environment [n] 

ECOFREAK ACEEFKOR zealous environmentalist [n -S] 

ECOGIFTS CEFGIOST ECOGIFT, donation of land to government for ecological purposes [n] 

ECOLOGIC CCEGILOO ECOLOGY, environmental science [adj] 

ECONOBOX BCENOOOX small economical car [n -ES] 

ECONOMIC CCEIMNOO pertaining to financial matters [adj] 

ECORCHES CCEEHORS ECORCHE, anatomical figure with skin removed to show musculature [n] 

ECOTAGES ACEEGOST ECOTAGE, obstructive action in defense of natural environment [n] 

ECOTONAL ACELNOOT ECOTONE, type of ecological zone [adj] 

ECOTONES CEENOOST ECOTONE, type of ecological zone [n] 

ECOTOPIA ACEIOOPT ecologically ideal region or form of society [n -S] 

ECOTOURS CEOORSTU ECOTOUR, to engage in ecotourism [v] 

ECOTYPES CEEOPSTY ECOTYPE, subspecies adapted to specific environmental conditions [n] 

ECOTYPIC CCEIOPTY ECOTYPE, subspecies adapted to specific environmental conditions [adj] 

ECOZONES CEENOOSZ ECOZONE, regional ecosystem [n] 

ECRASEUR ACEERRSU surgical instrument [n -S] 

ECSTATIC ACCEISTT one that is subject to ecstasies [n -S] 

ECTODERM CDEEMORT outermost germ layer of embryo [n -S] 

ECTOGENE CEEEGNOT gene involved in development of embryo in artificial conditions [n -S] 

ECTOMERE CEEEMORT cell that develops into ectoderm [n -S] 

ECTOPIAS ACEIOPST ECTOPIA, congenital displacement of parts or organs [n] 
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ECTOSARC ACCEORST outermost layer of protoplasm of certain protozoans [n -S] 

ECTOZOAN ACENOOTZ ectozoon (parasite on body of animal) [n -S] 

ECTOZOON CENOOOTZ parasite on body of animal [n -ZOA] 

ECUMENES CEEEMNSU ECUMENE, inhabited area [n] 

ECUMENIC CCEEIMNU universal [adj] 

EDACIOUS ACDEIOSU voracious [adj] 

EDAMAMES AADEEMMS EDAMAME, green soybeans in pod [n] 

EDENTATE ADEEENTT toothless mammal [n -S] 

EDGELESS DEEEGLSS lacking edge [adj] 

EDGEWAYS ADEEGSWY edgewise (sideways (toward or from one side)) [adv] 

EDGEWISE DEEEGISW sideways (toward or from one side) [adv] 

EDGINESS DEEGINSS state of being edgy (tense, nervous, or irritable) [n -ES] 

EDIFICES CDEEFIIS EDIFICE, building (something that is built) [n] 

EDIFIERS DEEFIIRS EDIFIER, one that edifies (to enlighten) [n] 

EDIFYING DEFGIINY EDIFY, to enlighten [v] 

EDITABLE ABDEEILT EDIT, to correct and prepare for publication [adj] 

EDITIONS DEIINOST EDITION, particular series of printed material [n] 

EDITRESS DEEIRSST female editor [n -ES] 

EDUCABLE ABCDEELU mildly retarded person [n -S] 

EDUCATED ACDDEETU EDUCATE, to teach (to impart knowledge or skill to) [v] 

EDUCATES ACDEESTU EDUCATE, to teach (to impart knowledge or skill to) [v] 

EDUCATOR ACDEORTU one that educates (to teach (to impart knowledge or skill to)) [n -S] 

EDUCIBLE BCDEEILU EDUCE, to draw forth or bring out [adj] 

EDUCTION CDEINOTU act of educing (to draw forth or bring out) [n -S] 

EDUCTIVE CDEEITUV EDUCTION, act of educing (to draw forth or bring out) [adj] 

EDUCTORS CDEORSTU EDUCTOR, one that educes (to draw forth or bring out) [n] 

EELGRASS AEEGLRSS aquatic plant [n E-S] 

EELPOUTS EELOPSTU EELPOUT, marine fish [n] 

EELWORMS EELMORSW EELWORM, small roundworm [n] 

EENSIEST EEEINSST EENSY, tiny (very small) [adj] 

EERINESS EEEINRSS state of being eerie (weird (mysteriously strange)) [n -ES] 

EFFACERS ACEEFFRS EFFACER, one that effaces (to rub or wipe out) [n] 

EFFACING ACEFFGIN EFFACE, to rub or wipe out [v] 

EFFECTED CDEEEFFT EFFECT, to bring about [v] 

EFFECTER CEEEFFRT effector (bodily organ that responds to nerve impulse) [n -S] 

EFFECTOR CEEFFORT bodily organ that responds to nerve impulse [n -S] 

EFFENDIS DEEFFINS EFFENDI, Turkish title of respect [n] 

EFFERENT EEEFFNRT organ or part conveying nervous impulses to effector [n -S] 

EFFETELY EEEFFLTY EFFETE, exhausted of vigor or energy [adv] 

EFFICACY ACCEFFIY effectiveness (quality of being effective) [n -CIES] 

EFFIGIAL AEFFGIIL resembling effigy (likeness or representation) [adj] 

EFFIGIES EEFFGIIS EFFIGY, likeness or representation [n] 

EFFLUENT EEFFLNTU outflow [n -S] 

EFFLUVIA AEFFILUV byproducts in form of waste [n EFFLUVIA] 

EFFLUXES EEFFLSUX EFFLUX, outflow [n] 

EFFULGED DEEFFGLU EFFULGE, to shine forth [v] 

EFFULGES EEFFGLSU EFFULGE, to shine forth [v] 
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EFFUSING EFFGINSU EFFUSE, to pour forth [v] 

EFFUSION EFFINOSU outpouring of emotion [n -S] 

EFFUSIVE EEFFISUV pouring forth [adj] 

EFTSOONS EFNOOSST eftsoon (soon afterward) [adv] 

EGALITES AEEGILST EGALITE, equality (state of being equal (having same capability, quantity, or effect as another)) [n] 

EGESTING EEGGINST EGEST, to discharge from body [v] 

EGESTION EEGINOST act of egesting (to discharge from body) [n -S] 

EGESTIVE EEEGISTV EGESTION, act of egesting (to discharge from body) [adj] 

EGGFRUIT EFGGIRTU tropical tree [n -S] 

EGGHEADS ADEEGGHS EGGHEAD, intellectual [n] 

EGGPLANT AEGGLNPT perennial herb yielding edible fruit [n -S] 

EGGSHELL EEGGHLLS hard exterior of bird's egg [n -S] 

EGLATERE AEEEGLRT wild rose [n -S] 

EGLOMISE EEGILMOS made of glass with painted picture on back [adj] 

EGOISTIC CEGIIOST EGOIST, one who practices egoism (extreme devotion to self-interest) [adj] 

EGOMANIA AAEGIMNO extreme egotism [n -S] 

EGOTISMS EGIMOSST EGOTISM, self-conceit [n] 

EGOTISTS EGIOSSTT EGOTIST, conceited person [n] 

EGOTIZED DEEGIOTZ EGOTIZE, to talk and think about oneself excessively [v] 

EGOTIZES EEGIOSTZ EGOTIZE, to talk and think about oneself excessively [v] 

EGRESSED DEEEGRSS EGRESS, to go out [v] 

EGRESSES EEEGRSSS EGRESS, to go out [v] 

EGYPTIAN AEGINPTY typeface with squared serifs [n -S] 

EIDETICS CDEEIIST EIDETIC, person able to recall vivid images [n] 

EIDOLONS DEILNOOS EIDOLON, phantom (something existing in appearance only) [n] 

EIGHTEEN EEEGHINT number [n -S] 

EIGHTHLY EGHHILTY in eighth place [adv] 

EIGHTIES EEGHIIST EIGHTY, number [n] 

EIGHTVOS EGHIOSTV EIGHTVO, octavo (page size) [n] 

EINKORNS EIKNNORS EINKORN, variety of wheat [n] 

EINSTEIN EEIINNST very intelligent person [n -S] 

EIRENICS CEEIINRS irenics (branch of theology) [n EIRENICS] 

EISWEINS EEIINSSW EISWEIN, sweet German wine [n] 

EJECTING CEEGIJNT EJECT, to throw out forcibly [v] 

EJECTION CEEIJNOT act of ejecting (to throw out forcibly) [n -S] 

EJECTIVE CEEEIJTV sound produced with air compressed above closed glottis [n -S] 

EJECTORS CEEJORST EJECTOR, one that ejects (to throw out forcibly) [n] 

EKISTICS CEIIKSST science dealing with human habitats [n EKISTICS] 

EKPWELES EEEKLPSW EKPWELE, former monetary unit of Equatorial Guinea [n] 

EKTEXINE EEEIKNTX outer layer of exine [n -S] 

ELAPHINE AEEHILNP pertaining to genus of deer [adj] 

ELAPSING AEGILNPS ELAPSE, to pass away [v] 

ELASTANE AAEELNST spandex (synthetic elastic fiber) [n -S] 

ELASTASE AAEELSST enzyme (complex protein) [n -S] 

ELASTICS ACEILSST ELASTIC, stretchable material [n] 

ELASTINS AEILNSST ELASTIN, bodily protein [n] 

ELATEDLY ADEELLTY ELATE, to raise spirits of [adv] 
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ELATERID ADEEILRT elater (click beetle) [n -S] 

ELATERIN AEEILNRT chemical compound [n -S] 

ELATIONS AEILNOST ELATION, feeling of great joy [n] 

ELATIVES AEEILSTV ELATIVE, adjectival form in some languages [n] 

ELBOWING BEGILNOW act of fouling opponent with elbow (joint of arm) [n -S] / ELBOW, to jostle (to bump or push roughly) [v] 

ELDORADO ADDELOOR place of great abundance [n -S] 

ELDRITCH CDEHILRT weird (mysteriously strange) [adj] 

ELECTEES CEEEELST ELECTEE, person who has been elected [n] 

ELECTING CEEGILNT ELECT, to select by vote for office [v] 

ELECTION CEEILNOT act of electing (to select by vote for office) [n -S] 

ELECTIVE CEEEILTV optional course of study [n -S] 

ELECTORS CEELORST ELECTOR, one that elects (to select by vote for office) [n] 

ELECTRET CEEELRTT type of nonconductor [n -S] 

ELECTRIC CCEEILRT something run by electricity [n -S] 

ELECTRON CEELNORT elementary particle [n -S] 

ELECTROS CEELORST ELECTRO, to make metallic copy of page of type for printing [v] 

ELECTRUM CEELMRTU alloy of gold and silver [n -S] 

ELEGANCE ACEEEGLN tasteful opulence [n -S] 

ELEGANCY ACEEGLNY elegance (tasteful opulence) [n -CIES] 

ELEGIACS ACEEGILS ELEGIAC, type of verse [n] 

ELEGISED DEEEGILS ELEGISE, to elegize (to write elegy) [v] 

ELEGISES EEEGILSS ELEGISE, to elegize (to write elegy) [v] 

ELEGISTS EEGILSST ELEGIST, one that writes elegies [n] 

ELEGIZED DEEEGILZ ELEGIZE, to write elegy [v] 

ELEGIZES EEEGILSZ ELEGIZE, to write elegy [v] 

ELEMENTS EEELMNST ELEMENT, substance that cannot be separated into simpler substances by chemical means [n] 

ELENCHIC CCEEHILN ELENCHUS, logical refutation [adj] 

ELENCHUS CEEHLNSU logical refutation [n -HI] 

ELENCTIC CCEEILNT ELENCHUS, logical refutation [adj] 

ELEPHANT AEEHLNPT large mammal [n -S] 

ELEVATED ADEEELTV ELEVATE, to raise (to move to higher position) [v] / railway that operates on raised structure [n -S] 

ELEVATES AEEELSTV ELEVATE, to raise (to move to higher position) [v] 

ELEVATOR AEELORTV one that elevates (to raise (to move to higher position)) [n -S] 

ELEVENTH EEEHLNTV one of eleven equal parts [n -S] 

ELFISHLY EFHILLSY ELFISH, resembling elf (small, often mischievous fairy) [adv] 

ELFLOCKS CEFKLLOS ELFLOCK, lock of tangled hair [n] 

ELICITED CDEEIILT ELICIT, to educe (to draw forth or bring out) [v] 

ELICITOR CEIILORT one that elicits (to educe (to draw forth or bring out)) [n -S] 

ELIDIBLE BDEEIILL ELIDE, to omit (to leave out) [adj] 

ELIGIBLE BEEGIILL one that is qualified to be chosen [n -S] 

ELIGIBLY BEGIILLY in qualified manner [adv] 

ELISIONS EIILNOSS ELISION, act of eliding (to omit (to leave out)) [n] 

ELITISMS EIILMSST ELITISM, belief in rule by elite [n] 

ELITISTS EIILSSTT ELITIST, adherent of elitism (belief in rule by elite) [n] 

ELKHOUND DEHKLNOU hunting dog [n -S] 

ELLIPSES EEILLPSS ELLIPSE, type of plane curve [n] / ELLIPSIS, omission of word or words in sentence [n] 

ELLIPSIS EIILLPSS omission of word or words in sentence [n -SES] 
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ELLIPTIC CEIILLPT having shape of ellipse [adj] 

ELMWOODS DELMOOSW ELMWOOD, wood of elm [n] 

ELOIGNED DEEGILNO ELOIGN, to remove to distant place [v] 

ELOIGNER EEGILNOR one that eloigns (to remove to distant place) [n -S] 

ELOINERS EEILNORS ELOINER, one that eloins (to eloign (to remove to distant place)) [n] 

ELOINING EGIILNNO ELOIN, to eloign (to remove to distant place) [v] 

ELONGATE AEEGLNOT to lengthen (to make or become longer) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

ELOQUENT EELNOQTU fluent and convincing in speech [adj] 

ELUSIONS EILNOSSU ELUSION, act of eluding (to evade (to escape or avoid by cleverness or deceit)) [n] 

ELUTIONS EILNOSTU ELUTION, act of eluting (to remove by means of solvent) [n] 

ELUVIATE AEEILTUV to undergo transfer of materials in soil [v -D, -TING, -S] 

ELUVIUMS EILMSUUV ELUVIUM, soil deposit [n] 

ELVISHLY EHILLSVY ELVISH, elfish (resembling elf (small, often mischievous fairy)) [adv] 

ELYTROID DEILORTY ELYTRON, hardened forewing of certain insects [adj] 

ELYTROUS ELORSTUY ELYTRON, hardened forewing of certain insects [adj] 

EMACIATE AACEEIMT to make thin [v -D, -TING, -S] 

EMAILING AEGIILMN EMAIL, to send message to by computer [v] 

EMANATED AADEEMNT EMANATE, to send forth [v] 

EMANATES AAEEMNST EMANATE, to send forth [v] 

EMANATOR AAEMNORT one that emanates (to send forth) [n -S] 

EMBALMED ABDEELMM EMBALM, to treat so as to protect from decay [v] 

EMBALMER ABEELMMR one that embalms (to treat so as to protect from decay) [n -S] 

EMBANKED ABDEEKMN EMBANK, to confine or protect with raised structure [v] 

EMBARKED ABDEEKMR EMBARK, to make start [v] 

EMBARRED ABDEEMRR EMBAR, to imprison (to confine (to shut within enclosure)) [v] 

EMBATTLE ABEELMTT to prepare for battle [v -D, -LING, -S] 

EMBAYING ABEGIMNY EMBAY, to enclose in bay [v] 

EMBEDDED BDDDEEEM EMBED, to fix firmly into surrounding mass [v] 

EMBEZZLE BEEELMZZ to appropriate fraudulently to one's own use [v -D, -LING, -S] 

EMBIGGEN BEEGGIMN to make bigger [v -ED, -ING, -S]  

EMBITTER BEEIMRTT to make bitter [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

EMBLAZED ABDEELMZ EMBLAZE, to set on fire [v] 

EMBLAZER ABEELMRZ one that emblazes (to set on fire) [n -S] 

EMBLAZES ABEELMSZ EMBLAZE, to set on fire [v] 

EMBLAZON ABELMNOZ to decorate with brilliant colors [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

EMBLEMED BDEEELMM EMBLEM, to represent with emblem (graphical symbol) [v] 

EMBODIED BDDEEIMO EMBODY, to provide with body [v] 

EMBODIER BDEEIMOR one that embodies (to provide with body) [n -S] 

EMBODIES BDEEIMOS EMBODY, to provide with body [v] 

EMBOLDEN BDEELMNO to instill with courage [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

EMBOLIES BEEILMOS EMBOLY, phase of embryonic growth [n] 

EMBOLISM BEILMMOS obstruction of blood vessel by embolus [n -S]  

EMBORDER BDEEMORR to provide with border [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

EMBOSKED BDEEKMOS EMBOSK, to conceal with foliage [v] 

EMBOSOMS BEMMOOSS EMBOSOM, to embrace (to hug (to clasp tightly in arms)) [v] 

EMBOSSED BDEEMOSS EMBOSS, to decorate with raised designs [v] 

EMBOSSER BEEMORSS one that embosses (to decorate with raised designs) [n -S] 
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EMBOSSES BEEMOSSS EMBOSS, to decorate with raised designs [v] 

EMBOWELS BEELMOSW EMBOWEL, to disbowel (to remove intestines of) [v] 

EMBOWERS BEEMORSW EMBOWER, to surround with foliage [v] 

EMBOWING BEGIMNOW EMBOW, to arch (to bend like arch (curved structure spanning opening)) [v] 

EMBRACED ABCDEEMR EMBRACE, to hug (to clasp tightly in arms) [v] 

EMBRACER ABCEEMRR one that embraces (to hug (to clasp tightly in arms)) [n -S] 

EMBRACES ABCEEMRS EMBRACE, to hug (to clasp tightly in arms) [v] 

EMBROILS BEILMORS EMBROIL, to involve in conflict [v] 

EMBROWNS BEMNORSW EMBROWN, to make brown [v] 

EMBRUING BEGIMNRU EMBRUE, to imbrue (to stain (to discolor or dirty)) [v] 

EMBRUTED BDEEMRTU EMBRUTE, to imbrute (to make brutal) [v] 

EMBRUTES BEEMRSTU EMBRUTE, to imbrute (to make brutal) [v] 

EMBRYOID BDEIMORY mass of tissue that resembles embryo [n -S] 

EMBRYONS BEMNORSY EMBRYON, embryo (organism in its early stages of development) [n] 

EMCEEING CEEEGIMN EMCEE, to serve as master of ceremonies [v] 

EMDASHES ADEEHMSS EMDASH, mark in writing that indicates break in thought or structure [n] 

EMEERATE AEEEEMRT emirate (rank of emir) [n -S] 

EMENDATE ADEEEMNT to emend (to correct (to make free from error)) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

EMENDERS DEEEMNRS EMENDER, one that emends (to correct (to make free from error)) [n] 

EMENDING DEEGIMNN EMEND, to correct (to make free from error) [v] 

EMERALDS ADEELMRS EMERALD, green gem [n] 

EMERGENT EEEGMNRT type of aquatic plant [n -S] 

EMERGING EEGGIMNR EMERGE, to come out into view [v] 

EMERITAE AEEEIMRT EMERITA, retired woman who retains honorary title [n] 

EMERITAS AEEIMRST EMERITA, retired woman who retains honorary title [n] 

EMERITUS EEIMRSTU retired person who retains honorary title [n -TI] 

EMEROIDS DEEIMORS EMEROID, emerod (tumor (abnormal swelling)) [n] 

EMERSION EEIMNORS act of emerging (to come out into view) [n -S] 

EMESISES EEEIMSSS EMESIS, act of vomiting (to eject contents of stomach through mouth) [n] 

EMETINES EEEIMNST EMETINE, alkaloid (type of chemical compound) [n] 

EMIGRANT AEGIMNRT one that emigrates (to leave one country or region to settle in another) [n -S] 

EMIGRATE AEEGIMRT to leave one country or region to settle in another [v -D, -TING, -S] 

EMINENCE CEEEIMNN high station or rank [n -S] 

EMINENCY CEEIMNNY eminence (high station or rank) [n -CIES] 

EMIRATES AEEIMRST EMIRATE, rank of emir [n] 

EMISSARY AEIMRSSY person sent on mission [n -RIES] 

EMISSION EIIMNOSS act of emitting (to send forth) [n -S] 

EMISSIVE EEIIMSSV EMISSION, act of emitting (to send forth) [adj] 

EMITTERS EEIMRSTT EMITTER, one that emits (to send forth) [n] 

EMITTING EGIIMNTT EMIT, to send forth [v] 

EMOCORES CEEMOORS EMOCORE, emo (style of rock music with emotional lyrics) [n] 

EMOTICON CEIMNOOT group of keyboard characters used to suggest facial expression or emotion [n -S] 

EMOTIONS EIMNOOST EMOTION, affective state of consciousness [n] 

EMPALERS AEELMPRS EMPALER, one that empales (to impale (to pierce with pointed object)) [n] 

EMPALING AEGILMNP EMPALE, to impale (to pierce with pointed object) [v] 

EMPANADA AAADEMNP pastry turnover [n -S] 

EMPANELS AEELMNPS EMPANEL, to impanel (to enter on list for jury duty) [v] 
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EMPATHIC ACEHIMPT EMPATHY, imaginative identification with another's thoughts and feelings [adj] 

EMPERIES EEEIMPRS EMPERY, absolute dominion [n] 

EMPERORS EEMOPRRS EMPEROR, ruler of empire [n] 

EMPHASES AEEHMPSS EMPHASIS, special significance imparted to something [n] 

EMPHASIS AEHIMPSS special significance imparted to something [n -SES] 

EMPHATIC ACEHIMPT strongly expressive [adj] 

EMPIRICS CEIIMPRS EMPIRIC, one who relies on practical experience [n] 

EMPLACED ACDEELMP EMPLACE, to position (to put in particular location) [v] 

EMPLACES ACEELMPS EMPLACE, to position (to put in particular location) [v] 

EMPLANED ADEELMNP EMPLANE, to enplane (to board airplane) [v] 

EMPLANES AEELMNPS EMPLANE, to enplane (to board airplane) [v] 

EMPLOYED DEELMOPY EMPLOY, to hire (to engage services of for payment) [v] 

EMPLOYEE EEELMOPY person who is employed [n -S] 

EMPLOYER EELMOPRY one that employs (to hire (to engage services of for payment)) [n -S] 

EMPLOYES EELMOPSY EMPLOYE, employee (person who is employed) [n] 

EMPOISON EIMNOOPS to embitter (to make bitter) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

EMPORIUM EIMMOPRU trading or market center [n -IA, -S] 

EMPOWERS EEMOPRSW EMPOWER, to give legal power to [v] 

EMPRISES EEIMPRSS EMPRISE, adventurous undertaking [n] 

EMPRIZES EEIMPRSZ EMPRIZE, emprise (adventurous undertaking) [n] 

EMPTIERS EEIMPRST EMPTIER, one that empties (to remove contents of) [n] 

EMPTIEST EEIMPSTT EMPTY, containing nothing [adj] 

EMPTINGS EGIMNPST emptins (liquid leavening) [n EMPTINGS] 

EMPTYING EGIMNPTY EMPTY, to remove contents of [v] 

EMPURPLE EELMPPRU to tinge with purple [v -D, -LING, -S] 

EMPYEMAS AEEMMPSY EMPYEMA, collection of pus in body cavity [n] 

EMPYEMIC CEEIMMPY EMPYEMA, collection of pus in body cavity [adj] 

EMPYREAL AEELMPRY pertaining to sky [adj] 

EMPYREAN AEEMNPRY highest heaven [n -S] 

EMULATED ADEELMTU EMULATE, to try to equal or surpass [v] 

EMULATES AEELMSTU EMULATE, to try to equal or surpass [v] 

EMULATOR AELMORTU one that emulates (to try to equal or surpass) [n -S] 

EMULSIFY EFILMSUY to make into emulsion [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

EMULSION EILMNOSU type of liquid mixture [n -S] 

EMULSIVE EEILMSUV EMULSION, type of liquid mixture [adj] 

EMULSOID DEILMOSU liquid dispersed in another liquid [n -S] 

ENABLERS ABEELNRS ENABLER, one that enables (to make possible) [n] 

ENABLING ABEGILNN ENABLE, to make possible [v] 

ENACTING ACEGINNT ENACT, to make into law [v] 

ENACTION ACEINNOT action of enacting [n -S] 

ENACTIVE ACEEINTV having power to enact [adj] 

ENACTORS ACENORST ENACTOR, one that enacts (to make into law) [n] 

ENACTORY ACENORTY pertaining to enactment of law [adj] 

ENAMELED ADEEELMN ENAMEL, to cover with hard, glossy surface [v] 

ENAMELER AEEELMNR one that enamels (to cover with hard, glossy surface) [n -S] 

ENAMINES AEEIMNNS ENAMINE, type of amine (type of chemical compound) [n] 

ENAMORED ADEEMNOR ENAMOR, to inspire with love [v] 
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ENAMOURS AEMNORSU ENAMOUR, to enamor (to inspire with love) [v] 

ENATIONS AEINNOST ENATION, outgrowth from surface of organ [n] 

ENCAENIA AACEEINN annual university ceremonies [n ENCAENIA] 

ENCAGING ACEGGINN ENCAGE, to confine in cage [v] 

ENCAMPED ACDEEMNP ENCAMP, to set up camp [v] 

ENCASHED ACDEEHNS ENCASH, to cash (to convert into cash (ready money)) [v] 

ENCASHES ACEEHNSS ENCASH, to cash (to convert into cash (ready money)) [v] 

ENCASING ACEGINNS ENCASE, to enclose in case [v] 

ENCEINTE CEEEINNT encircling fortification [n -S] 

ENCHAINS ACEHINNS ENCHAIN, to bind with chains [v] 

ENCHANTS ACEHNNST ENCHANT, to delight (to give great pleasure to) [v] 

ENCHASED ACDEEHNS ENCHASE, to place in ornamental setting [v] 

ENCHASER ACEEHNRS one that enchases (to place in ornamental setting) [n -S] 

ENCHASES ACEEHNSS ENCHASE, to place in ornamental setting [v] 

ENCHORIC CCEHINOR belonging to particular country [adj] 

ENCIPHER CEEHINPR to write in characters of hidden meaning [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENCIRCLE CCEEILNR to form circle around [v -D, -LING, -S] 

ENCLASPS ACELNPSS ENCLASP, to embrace (to hug (to clasp tightly in arms)) [v] 

ENCLAVED ACDEELNV ENCLAVE, to enclose within foreign territory [v] 

ENCLAVES ACEELNSV ENCLAVE, to enclose within foreign territory [v] 

ENCLITIC CCEIILNT word pronounced as part of preceding word [n -S] 

ENCLOSED CDEELNOS ENCLOSE, to close in on all sides [v] 

ENCLOSER CEELNORS one that encloses (to close in on all sides) [n -S] 

ENCLOSES CEELNOSS ENCLOSE, to close in on all sides [v] 

ENCODERS CDEENORS ENCODER, one that encodes (to put into code) [n] 

ENCODING CDEGINNO ENCODE, to put into code [v] 

ENCOMIUM CEIMMNOU eulogy (formal expression of high praise) [n -IA, -S] 

ENCORING CEGINNOR ENCORE, to call for reappearance of performer [v] 

ENCROACH ACCEHNOR to advance beyond proper limits [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

ENCRUSTS CENRSSTU ENCRUST, to cover with crust [v] 

ENCRYPTS CENPRSTY ENCRYPT, to encipher (to write in characters of hidden meaning) [v] 

ENCUMBER BCEEMNRU to hinder in action or movement [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENCYCLIC CCCEILNY letter addressed by pope to bishops of world [n -S] 

ENCYSTED CDEENSTY ENCYST, to enclose in cyst [v] 

ENDAMAGE AADEEGMN to damage (to injure (to do or cause injury to)) [v -D, -GING, -S] 

ENDAMEBA AABDEEMN parasitic ameba [n -E, -S] 

ENDANGER ADEEGNNR to imperil (to place in jeopardy) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENDARCHY ACDEHNRY condition of being endarch [n -HIES] 

ENDASHES ADEEHNSS ENDASH, mark in writing used to connect elements of compound [n] 

ENDBRAIN ABDEINNR part of brain [n -S] 

ENDEARED ADDEEENR ENDEAR, to make dear or beloved [v] 

ENDEAVOR ADEENORV to make effort [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENDEMIAL ADEEILMN peculiar to country or people [adj] 

ENDEMICS CDEEIMNS ENDEMIC, endemial disease [n] 

ENDEMISM DEEIMMNS state of being endemial (peculiar to country or people) [n -S] 

ENDERMIC CDEEIMNR acting by absorption through skin [adj] 

ENDEXINE DEEEINNX inner layer of exine [n -S] 
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ENDGAMES ADEEGMNS ENDGAME, last stage of chess game [n] 

ENDITING DEGIINNT ENDITE, to indite (to write or compose) [v] 

ENDLEAFS ADEEFLNS ENDLEAF, endpaper (sheet of paper used in bookbinding) [n] 

ENDNOTES DEENNOST ENDNOTE, note placed at end of text [n] 

ENDOCARP ACDENOPR inner layer of pericarp [n -S] 

ENDOCAST ACDENOST cast of cranial cavity [n -S] 

ENDODERM DDEEMNOR innermost germ layer of embryo [n -S] 

ENDOGAMY ADEGMNOY marriage within particular group [n -MIES] 

ENDOGENS DEEGNNOS ENDOGEN, type of plant [n] 

ENDOGENY DEEGNNOY growth from within [n -NIES] 

ENDOPODS DDENOOPS ENDOPOD, branch of crustacean limb [n] 

ENDORSED DDEENORS ENDORSE, to sign back of negotiable document [v] 

ENDORSEE DEEENORS one to whom document is transferred by endorsement [n -S] 

ENDORSER DEENORRS one that endorses (to sign back of negotiable document) [n -S] 

ENDORSES DEENORSS ENDORSE, to sign back of negotiable document [v] 

ENDORSOR DENOORRS endorser (one that endorses (to sign back of negotiable document)) [n -S] 

ENDOSARC ACDENORS portion of cell [n -S] 

ENDOSMOS DEMNOOSS form of osmosis [n -ES] 

ENDOSOME DEEMNOOS cellular particle [n -S] 

ENDOSTEA ADEENOST bone membranes [n ENDOSTEA] 

ENDOWERS DEENORSW ENDOWER, one that endows (to provide with something) [n] 

ENDOWING DEGINNOW ENDOW, to provide with something [v] 

ENDOZOIC CDEINOOZ involving passage through animal [adj] 

ENDPAPER ADEENPPR sheet of paper used in bookbinding [n -S] 

ENDPLATE ADEELNPT type of nerve terminal [n -S] 

ENDPLAYS ADELNPSY ENDPLAY, to force (opponent in bridge) to lead [v] 

ENDPOINT DEINNOPT either of two points that mark end of line segment [n -S] 

ENDURERS DEENRRSU ENDURER, one that endures (to last (to continue in existence)) [n] 

ENDURING DEGINNRU ENDURE, to last (to continue in existence) [v] 

ENERGIDS DEEGINRS ENERGID, nucleus and body of cytoplasm with which it interacts [n] 

ENERGIES EEEGINRS ENERGY, capacity for vigorous activity [n] 

ENERGISE EEEGINRS to energize (to give energy to) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

ENERGIZE EEEGINRZ to give energy to [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

ENERVATE AEEENRTV to deprive of strength or vitality [v -D, -TING, -S 

ENFACING ACEFGINN ENFACE, to write on front of [v] 

ENFEEBLE BEEEEFLN to make feeble [v -D, -LING, -S] 

ENFEOFFS EEFFFNOS ENFEOFF, to invest with feudal estate [v] 

ENFETTER EEEFNRTT to enchain (to bind with chains) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENFEVERS EEEFNRSV ENFEVER, to fever (to affect with fever (abnormal elevation of body temperature)) [v] 

ENFILADE ADEEFILN to direct heavy gunfire along length of [v -D, -DING, -S] 

ENFLAMED ADEEFLMN ENFLAME, to inflame (to set on fire) [v] 

ENFLAMES AEEFLMNS ENFLAME, to inflame (to set on fire) [v] 

ENFOLDED DDEEFLNO ENFOLD, to envelop (to cover completely) [v] 

ENFOLDER DEEFLNOR one that enfolds (to envelop (to cover completely)) [n -S] 

ENFORCED CDEEFNOR ENFORCE, to compel obedience to [v] 

ENFORCER CEEFNORR one that enforces (to compel obedience to) [n -S] 

ENFORCES CEEFNORS ENFORCE, to compel obedience to [v] 
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ENFRAMED ADEEFMNR ENFRAME, to frame (to construct by putting together various parts) [v] 

ENFRAMES AEEFMNRS ENFRAME, to frame (to construct by putting together various parts) [v] 

ENGAGERS AEEGGNRS ENGAGER, one that engages (to employ (to hire)) [n] 

ENGAGING AEGGGINN ENGAGE, to employ (to hire (to engage services of for payment)) [v] 

ENGENDER DEEEGNNR to bring into existence [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENGILDED DDEEGILN ENGILD, to brighten (to make bright) [v] 

ENGINEER EEEGINNR to carry through or manage by contrivance [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENGINERY EEGINNRY machinery [n -RIES] 

ENGINING EGGIINNN ENGINE, to equip with machinery [v] 

ENGINOUS EGINNOSU ingenious [adj] 

ENGIRDED DDEEGINR ENGIRD, to gird (to surround (to extend completely around)) [v] 

ENGIRDLE DEEGILNR to engird (to gird (to surround (to extend completely around))) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

ENGORGED DEEGGNOR ENGORGE, to fill with blood [v] 

ENGORGES EEGGNORS ENGORGE, to fill with blood [v] 

ENGRAFTS AEFGNRST ENGRAFT, to graft for propagation [v] 

ENGRAILS AEGILNRS ENGRAIL, to ornament edge of with curved indentations [v] 

ENGRAINS AEGINNRS ENGRAIN, to ingrain (to impress firmly on mind) [v] 

ENGRAMME AEEGMMNR engram (durable mark caused by stimulus upon protoplasm) [n -S] 

ENGRAVED ADEEGNRV ENGRAVE, to form by incision [v] 

ENGRAVER AEEGNRRV one that engraves (to form by incision) [n -S] 

ENGRAVES AEEGNRSV ENGRAVE, to form by incision [v] 

ENGULFED DEEFGLNU ENGULF, to surround completely [v] 

ENHALOED ADEEHLNO ENHALO, to surround with halo [v] 

ENHALOES AEEHLNOS ENHALO, to surround with halo [v] 

ENHANCED ACDEEHNN ENHANCE, to raise to higher degree [v] 

ENHANCER ACEEHNNR one that enhances (to raise to higher degree) [n -S] 

ENHANCES ACEEHNNS ENHANCE, to raise to higher degree [v] 

ENIGMATA AAEGIMNT ENIGMA, something that is hard to understand or explain [n] 

ENISLING EGIILNNS ENISLE, to isolate (to set apart from others) [v] 

ENJAMBED ABDEEJMN ENJAMB, to continue sentence from one line of poem to next [v] 

ENJOINED DEEIJNNO ENJOIN, to command (to direct with authority) [v] 

ENJOINER EEIJNNOR one that enjoins (to command (to direct with authority)) [n -S] 

ENJOYERS EEJNORSY ENJOYER, one that enjoys (to receive pleasure from) [n] 

ENJOYING EGIJNNOY ENJOY, to receive pleasure from [v] 

ENKINDLE DEEIKLNN to set on fire [v -D, -LING, -S] 

ENLACING ACEGILNN ENLACE, to bind with laces [v] 

ENLARGED ADEEGLNR ENLARGE, to make or become larger [v] 

ENLARGER AEEGLNRR device used to enlarge photographs [n -S] 

ENLARGES AEEGLNRS ENLARGE, to make or become larger [v] 

ENLISTED DEEILNST ENLIST, to engage for military service [v] 

ENLISTEE EEEILNST one that is enlisted [n -S] 

ENLISTER EEILNRST one that enlists (to engage for military service) [n -S] 

ENLIVENS EEILNNSV ENLIVEN, to make lively [v] 

ENMESHED DEEEHMNS ENMESH, to ensnare or entangle in net [v] 

ENMESHES EEEHMNSS ENMESH, to ensnare or entangle in net [v] 

ENMITIES EEIIMNST ENMITY, hostility [n] 

ENNEADIC ACDEEINN ENNEAD, group of nine [adj] 
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ENNEAGON AEEGNNNO nonagon (nine-sided polygon) [n -S] 

ENNOBLED BDEELNNO ENNOBLE, to make noble [v] 

ENNOBLER BEELNNOR one that ennobles (to make noble) [n -S] 

ENNOBLES BEELNNOS ENNOBLE, to make noble [v] 

ENOLASES AEELNOSS ENOLASE, enzyme (complex protein) [n] 

ENOPHILE EEHILNOP oenophile (lover or connoisseur of wine) [n -S] 

ENORMITY EIMNORTY great wickedness [n -TIES] 

ENORMOUS EMNOORSU huge (very large) [adj] 

ENOSISES EEINOSSS ENOSIS, union (number of persons, parties, or political entities united for common purpose) [n] 

ENOUNCED CDEENNOU ENOUNCE, to announce (to make known publicly) [v] 

ENOUNCES CEENNOSU ENOUNCE, to announce (to make known publicly) [v] 

ENPLANED ADEELNNP ENPLANE, to board airplane [v] 

ENPLANES AEELNNPS ENPLANE, to board airplane [v] 

ENQUIRED DEEINQRU ENQUIRE, to inquire (to ask about) [v] 

ENQUIRER EEINQRRU one that inquires (to ask about) [n -S] 

ENQUIRES EEINQRSU ENQUIRE, to inquire (to ask about) [v] 

ENRAGING AEGGINNR ENRAGE, to make very angry [v] 

ENRAVISH AEHINRSV to delight greatly [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

ENRICHED CDEEHINR ENRICH, to add desirable elements to [v] 

ENRICHER CEEHINRR one that enriches (to add desirable elements to) [n -S] 

ENRICHES CEEHINRS ENRICH, to add desirable elements to [v] 

ENROBERS BEENORRS ENROBER, one that enrobes (to dress (to put clothes on)) [n] 

ENROBING BEGINNOR ENROBE, to dress (to put clothes on) [v] 

ENROLLED DEELLNOR ENROL, to enroll [v] / ENROLL, to enter name of in register, record, or roll [v] 

ENROLLEE EEELLNOR one that is enrolled [n -S] 

ENROLLER EELLNORR one that enrolls (to enter name of in register, record, or roll) [n -S] 

ENROOTED DEENOORT ENROOT, to implant (to set securely) [v] 

ENSAMPLE AEELMNPS example [n -S] 

ENSCONCE CCEENNOS to settle securely or comfortably [v -D, -CING, -S] 

ENSCROLL CELLNORS to write on scroll [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENSEMBLE BEEELMNS group of complementary parts [n -S] 

ENSERFED DEEEFNRS ENSERF, to make serf of [v] 

ENSHEATH AEEHHNST to ensheathe (to enclose in sheath) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENSHRINE EEHINNRS to place in shrine [v -D, -NING, -S] 

ENSHROUD DEHNORSU to conceal (to keep from sight or discovery) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENSIFORM EFIMNORS sword-shaped [adj] 

ENSIGNCY CEGINNSY rank of ensign [n -CIES] 

ENSILAGE AEEGILNS to ensile (to store in silo) [v -D, -GING, -S] 

ENSILING EGIILNNS ENSILE, to store in silo [v] 

ENSKYING EGIKNNSY ENSKY, to raise to skies [v] 

ENSLAVED ADEELNSV ENSLAVE, to make slave of [v] 

ENSLAVER AEELNRSV one that enslaves (to make slave of) [n -S] 

ENSLAVES AEELNSSV ENSLAVE, to make slave of [v] 

ENSNARED ADEENNRS ENSNARE, to trap (to catch in trap (device for capturing and holding animals)) [v] 

ENSNARER AEENNRRS one that ensnares (to trap (to catch in trap (device for capturing and holding animals))) [n -S] 

ENSNARES AEENNRSS ENSNARE, to trap (to catch in trap (device for capturing and holding animals)) [v] 

ENSNARLS AELNNRSS ENSNARL, to tangle (to bring together in intricate confusion) [v] 
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ENSORCEL CEELNORS to bewitch (to affect by witchcraft or magic) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENSOULED DEELNOSU ENSOUL, to endow with soul [v] 

ENSPHERE EEEHNPRS to enclose in sphere [v -D, -RING, -S] 

ENSUITES EEINSSTU ENSUITE, room (as bathroom) adjoining another room [n] 

ENSURERS EENRRSSU ENSURER, one that ensures (to make certain) [n] 

ENSURING EGINNRSU ENSURE, to make certain [v] 

ENSWATHE AEEHNSTW to swathe (to wrap in bandages) [v -D, -HING, -S] 

ENTAILED ADEEILNT ENTAIL, to restrict inheritance of to specified line of heirs [v] 

ENTAILER AEEILNRT one that entails (to restrict inheritance of to specified line of heirs) [n -S] 

ENTAMEBA AABEEMNT endameba (parasitic ameba) [n -E, -S] 

ENTANGLE AEEGLNNT to tangle (to bring together in intricate confusion) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

ENTASIAS AAEINSST ENTASIA, spasmodic contraction of muscle [n] 

ENTASTIC ACEINSTT ENTASIS, slight convexity in column [adj] 

ENTELLUS EELLNSTU hanuman (East Indian monkey) [n -ES] 

ENTENTES EEENNSTT ENTENTE, agreement between nations [n] 

ENTERERS EEENRRST ENTERER, one that enters (to come or go into) [n] 

ENTERICS CEEINRST family of bacteria [n ENTERICS] 

ENTERING EEGINNRT ENTER, to come or go into [v] 

ENTERONS EENNORST ENTERON, alimentary canal [n] 

ENTHALPY AEHLNPTY thermodynamic measure of heat [n -PIES] 

ENTHETIC CEEHINTT introduced from outside [adj] 

ENTHRALL AEHLLNRT to charm (to attract irresistibly) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENTHRALS AEHLNRST ENTHRAL, to enthrall (to charm (to attract irresistibly)) [v] 

ENTHRONE EEHNNORT to place on throne [v -D, -NING, -S] 

ENTHUSED DEEHNSTU ENTHUSE, to show enthusiasm [v] 

ENTHUSES EEHNSSTU ENTHUSE, to show enthusiasm [v] 

ENTICERS CEEINRST ENTICER, one that entices (to allure (to attract with something desirable)) [n] 

ENTICING CEGIINNT ENTICE, to allure (to attract with something desirable) [v] 

ENTIRELY EEILNRTY completely (in complete (having all necessary parts) manner) [adv] 

ENTIRETY EEINRTTY completeness (quality of being complete (having all necessary parts)) [n -TIES] 

ENTITIES EEIINSTT ENTITY, something that has real existence [n] 

ENTITLED DEEILNTT ENTITLE, to give title to [v] 

ENTITLES EEILNSTT ENTITLE, to give title to [v] 

ENTODERM DEEMNORT endoderm (innermost germ layer of embryo) [n -S] 

ENTOILED DEEILNOT ENTOIL, to entrap (to trap (to catch in trap (device for capturing and holding animals))) [v] 

ENTOMBED BDEEMNOT ENTOMB, to place in tomb [v] 

ENTOZOAL AELNOOTZ entozoic (living within animal) [adj] 

ENTOZOAN AENNOOTZ entozoic parasite [n -S] 

ENTOZOIC CEINOOTZ living within animal [adj] 

ENTOZOON ENNOOOTZ entozoan (entozoic parasite) [n -ZOA] 

ENTRAILS AEILNRST internal organs [n ENTRAILS] 

ENTRAINS AEINNRST ENTRAIN, to board train [v] 

ENTRANCE ACEENNRT to fill with delight or wonder [v -D, -CING, -S] 

ENTRANTS AENNRSTT ENTRANT, one that enters (to come or go into) [n] 

ENTREATS AEENRSTT ENTREAT, to ask for earnestly [v] 

ENTREATY AEENRTTY earnest request [n -TIES] 

ENTRENCH CEEHNNRT to establish firmly [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 
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ENTREPOT EENOPRTT warehouse [n -S] 

ENTRESOL EELNORST mezzanine [n -S] 

ENTROPIC CEINOPRT ENTROPY, thermodynamic measure of disorder [adj] 

ENTRUSTS ENRSSTTU ENTRUST, to give over for safekeeping [v] 

ENTRYWAY AENRTWYY passage serving as entrance [n -S] 

ENTWINED DEEINNTW ENTWINE, to twine around [v] 

ENTWINES EEINNSTW ENTWINE, to twine around [v] 

ENTWISTS EINSSTTW ENTWIST, to twist together [v] 

ENURESES EEENRSSU ENURESIS, involuntary urination [n] 

ENURESIS EEINRSSU involuntary urination [n -SES, -ES] 

ENURETIC CEEINRTU one who is affected with enuresis [n -S] 

ENVELOPE EEELNOPV paper container [n -S] 

ENVELOPS EELNOPSV ENVELOP, to cover completely [v] 

ENVENOMS EEMNNOSV ENVENOM, to put venom into [v] 

ENVIABLE ABEEILNV desirable [adj] 

ENVIABLY ABEILNVY ENVIABLE, desirable [adv] 

ENVIRONS EINNORSV ENVIRON, to encircle (to form circle around) [v] 

ENVISAGE AEEGINSV to form mental image of [v -D, -GING, -S] 

ENVISION EIINNOSV to envisage (to form mental image of) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENWHEELS EEEHLNSW ENWHEEL, to encircle (to form circle around) [v] 

ENWOMBED BDEEMNOW ENWOMB, to enclose as if in womb [v] 

ENZOOTIC CEINOOTZ type of animal disease [n -S] 

EOBIONTS BEINOOST EOBIONT, type of basic organism [n] 

EOHIPPUS EHIOPPSU extinct horse [n -ES] 

EOLIPILE EEIILLOP type of engine [n -S] 

EOLITHIC CEHIILOT EOLITH, prehistoric stone tool [adj] 

EOLOPILE EEILLOOP eolipile (type of engine) [n -S] 

EPATERED ADEEEPRT EPATER, to shock complacent people [v] 

EPAULETS AEELPSTU EPAULET, shoulder ornament [n] 

EPAZOTES AEEOPSTZ EPAZOTE, herb of goosefoot family [n] 

EPEEISTS EEEIPSST EPEEIST, one who fences with epee [n] 

EPENDYMA ADEEMNPY membrane lining certain body cavities [n -S] 

EPERGNES EEEGNPRS EPERGNE, ornamental dish [n] 

EPHEDRAS ADEEHPRS EPHEDRA, desert shrub [n] 

EPHEDRIN DEEHINPR alkaloid used to treat allergies [n -S] 

EPHEMERA AEEEHMPR something of very short life or duration [n -E, -S] 

EPHORATE AEEHOPRT office of ephor [n -S] 

EPIBLAST ABEILPST ectoderm (outermost germ layer of embryo) [n -S] 

EPIBOLIC BCEIILOP EPIBOLY, growth of one part around another [adj] 

EPICALLY ACEILLPY EPIC, long narrative poem [adv] 

EPICALYX ACEILPXY set of bracts close to and resembling calyx [n -YCES, -ES] 

EPICARPS ACEIPPRS EPICARP, outer layer of pericarp [n] 

EPICEDIA ACDEEIIP funeral songs [n EPICEDIA] 

EPICENES CEEEINPS EPICENE, one having both male and female characteristics [n] 

EPICLIKE CEEIIKLP resembling epic (long narrative poem) [adj] 

EPICOTYL CEILOPTY part of plant embryo [n -S] 

EPICURES CEEIPRSU EPICURE, gourmet (connoisseur of fine food and drink) [n] 
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EPICYCLE CCEEILPY circle that rolls on circumference of another circle [n -S] 

EPIDEMIC CDEEIIMP rapid spread of disease [n -S] 

EPIDERMS DEEIMPRS EPIDERM, outer layer of skin [n] 

EPIDOTES DEEIOPST EPIDOTE, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n] 

EPIDOTIC CDEIIOPT EPIDOTE, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [adj] 

EPIDURAL ADEILPRU injection to produce loss of sensation [n -S] 

EPIFAUNA AAEFINPU fauna living on hard sea floor [n -E, -S] 

EPIFOCAL ACEFILOP pertaining to point of origin of earthquake [adj] 

EPIGENIC CEEGIINP pertaining to change in mineral character of rock [adj] 

EPIGEOUS EEGIOPSU growing on or close to ground [adj] 

EPIGONES EEGINOPS EPIGONE, inferior imitator [n] 

EPIGONIC CEGIINOP EPIGONE, inferior imitator [adj] 

EPIGONUS EGINOPSU epigone (inferior imitator) [n -NI] 

EPIGRAMS AEGIMPRS EPIGRAM, brief, witty remark [n] 

EPIGRAPH AEGHIPPR engraved inscription [n -S] 

EPILATED ADEEILPT EPILATE, to remove hair from [v] 

EPILATES AEEILPST EPILATE, to remove hair from [v] 

EPILATOR AEILOPRT agent for removing hair [n -S] 

EPILEPSY EEILPPSY disorder of nervous system [n -SIES] 

EPILOGUE EEGILOPU to provide with concluding section [v -D, -GING, -S] 

EPIMERES EEEIMPRS EPIMERE, part of embryo [n] 

EPIMERIC CEEIIMPR EPIMER, type of sugar compound [adj] 

EPIMYSIA AEIIMPSY muscle sheaths [n EPIMYSIA] 

EPINASTY AEINPSTY downward bending of plant parts [n -TIES] 

EPIPHANY AEHINPPY appearance of deity [n -NIES] 

EPIPHYTE EEHIPPTY plant growing upon another plant [n -S] 

EPISCIAS ACEIIPSS EPISCIA, tropical herb [n] 

EPISCOPE CEEIOPPS type of projector [n -S] 

EPISODES DEEIOPSS EPISODE, incident in course of continuous experience [n] 

EPISODIC CDEIIOPS EPISODE, incident in course of continuous experience [adj] 

EPISOMAL AEILMOPS EPISOME, genetic determinant [adj] 

EPISOMES EEIMOPSS EPISOME, genetic determinant [n] 

EPISTASY AEIPSSTY suppression of genetic effect [n -SIES] 

EPISTLER EEILPRST one that writes epistles [n -S] 

EPISTLES EEILPSST EPISTLE, long or formal letter [n] 

EPISTOME EEIMOPST structure covering mouth of various invertebrates [n -S] 

EPISTYLE EEILPSTY part of classical building [n -S] 

EPITAPHS AEHIPPST EPITAPH, inscription on tomb [n] 

EPITASES AEEIPSST EPITASIS, main part of classical drama [n] 

EPITASIS AEIIPSST main part of classical drama [n -SES] 

EPITAXIC ACEIIPTX EPITAXY, type of crystalline growth [adj] 

EPITHETS EEHIPSTT EPITHET, term used to characterize person or thing [n] 

EPITOMES EEIMOPST EPITOME, typical or ideal example [n] 

EPITOMIC CEIIMOPT EPITOME, typical or ideal example [adj] 

EPITOPES EEIOPPST EPITOPE, region on surface of antigen [n] 

EPIZOISM EIIMOPSZ state of being epizoic (living on body of animal) [n -S] 

EPIZOITE EEIIOPTZ epizoic organism [n -S] 
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EPIZOOTY EIOOPTYZ type of animal disease [n -TIES] 

EPONYMIC CEIMNOPY EPONYM, person for whom something is named [adj] 

EPOPOEIA AEEIOOPP epopee (epic poem) [n -S] 

EPOXIDES DEEIOPSX EPOXIDE, epoxy compound [n] 

EPOXYING EGINOPXY EPOXY, to glue with epoxy (type of resin) [v] 

EPSILONS EILNOPSS EPSILON, Greek letter [n] 

EQUALING AEGILNQU EQUAL, to be equal to [v] 

EQUALISE AEEILQSU to equalize (to make equal) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

EQUALITY AEILQTUY state of being equal (having same capability, quantity, or effect as another) [n -TIES] 

EQUALIZE AEEILQUZ to make equal [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

EQUALLED ADEELLQU EQUAL, to be equal to [v] 

EQUATING AEGINQTU EQUATE, to make equal [v] 

EQUATION AEINOQTU act of equating (to make equal) [n -S] 

EQUATIVE AEEIQTUV denoting sentence in which one term is identified with another [adj] 

EQUATORS AEOQRSTU EQUATOR, great circle of spherical celestial bodies [n] 

EQUINELY EEILNQUY in horselike manner [adv] 

EQUINITY EIINQTUY state of being like horse [n -TIES] 

EQUIPAGE AEEGIPQU carriage (wheeled, horse-drawn vehicle) [n -S] 

EQUIPPED DEEIPPQU EQUIP, to provide with whatever is needed [v] 

EQUIPPER EEIPPQRU one that equips (to provide with whatever is needed) [n -S] 

EQUISETA AEEIQSTU rushlike plants [n EQUISETA] 

EQUITANT AEINQTTU overlapping [adj] 

EQUITIES EEIIQSTU EQUITY, fairness or impartiality [n] 

EQUIVOKE EEIKOQUV play on words [n -S] 

ERADIATE AADEEIRT to radiate (to emit rays) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

ERASABLE AABEELRS ERASE, to rub or scrape out [adj] 

ERASIONS AEINORSS ERASION, erasure (act of erasing (to rub or scrape out)) [n] 

ERASURES AEERRSSU ERASURE, act of erasing (to rub or scrape out) [n] 

ERECTERS CEEERRST ERECTER, erector (one that erects (to build)) [n] 

ERECTILE CEEEILRT capable of being raised upright [adj] 

ERECTING CEEGINRT ERECT, to build (to construct) [v] 

ERECTION CEEINORT act of erecting (to build (to construct)) [n -S] 

ERECTIVE CEEEIRTV tending to erect [adj] 

ERECTORS CEEORRST ERECTOR, one that erects (to build (to construct)) [n] 

EREMITES EEEIMRST EREMITE, hermit (recluse (one who lives in solitude and seclusion)) [n] 

EREMITIC CEEIIMRT EREMITE, hermit (recluse (one who lives in solitude and seclusion)) [adj] 

EREMURUS EEMRRSUU perennial herb [n -RI, -ES] 

EREPSINS EEINPRSS EREPSIN, mixture of enzymes in small intestine [n] 

ERETHISM EEHIMRST abnormal irritability [n -S] 

EREWHILE EEEHILRW some time ago [adv] 

ERGASTIC ACEGIRST constituting nonliving by-products of protoplasmic activity [adj] 

ERGATIVE AEEGIRTV type of verb (word used to express act, occurrence, or mode of being) [n -S] 

ERGOTISM EGIMORST poisoning produced by eating ergot-infected grain [n -S] 

ERIGERON EEGINORR herb (flowering plant with nonwoody stem) [n -S] 

ERINGOES EEGINORS ERINGO, eryngo (medicinal herb) [n] 

ERISTICS CEIIRSST ERISTIC, expert in debate [n] 

ERLKINGS EGIKLNRS ERLKING, evil spirit of Germanic folklore [n] 
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ERODABLE ABDEELOR erosible (capable of being eroded) [adj] 

ERODIBLE BDEEILOR erosible (capable of being eroded) [adj] 

EROGENIC CEEGINOR arousing sexual desire [adj] 

EROSIBLE BEEILORS capable of being eroded [adj] 

EROSIONS EINOORSS EROSION, act of eroding (to wear away by constant friction) [n] 

EROTICAL ACEILORT EROTIC, amatory poem [adj] 

EROTICAS ACEIORST EROTICA, literature or art dealing with sexual love [n] 

EROTISMS EIMORSST EROTISM, sexual excitement [n] 

EROTIZED DEEIORTZ EROTIZE, to give sexual meaning to [v] 

EROTIZES EEIORSTZ EROTIZE, to give sexual meaning to [v] 

ERRANTLY AELNRRTY in wandering manner [adv] 

ERRANTRY AENRRRTY state of wandering [n -RIES] 

ERRATICS ACEIRRST ERRATIC, eccentric person [n] 

ERRHINES EEHINRRS ERRHINE, substance that promotes nasal discharge [n] 

ERRINGLY EGILNRRY in mistaken manner [adv] 

ERSATZES AEERSSTZ ERSATZ, substitute [n] 

ERUCTATE ACEERTTU to eruct (to belch (to expel gas through mouth)) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

ERUCTING CEGINRTU ERUCT, to belch (to expel gas through mouth) [v] 

ERUMPENT EEMNPRTU bursting forth [adj] 

ERUPTING EGINPRTU ERUPT, to burst forth [v] 

ERUPTION EINOPRTU act of erupting (to burst forth) [n -S] 

ERUPTIVE EEIPRTUV type of rock [n -S] 

ERYNGIUM EGIMNRUY plant of parsley family [n -S] 

ERYNGOES EEGNORSY ERYNGO, medicinal herb [n] 

ERYTHEMA AEEHMRTY redness of skin [n -S] 

ERYTHRON EHNORRTY bodily organ consisting of red blood cells [n -S] 

ESCALADE AACDEELS to enter by means of ladders [v -D, -DING, -S] 

ESCALATE AACEELST to increase (to make or become greater) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

ESCALLOP ACELLOPS to scallop (to bake in sauce topped with bread crumbs) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ESCALOPE ACEELOPS thin slice of meat or fish [n -S] 

ESCALOPS ACELOPSS ESCALOP, to escallop (to scallop (to bake in sauce topped with bread crumbs)) [v] 

ESCAPADE AACDEEPS reckless adventure [n -S] 

ESCAPEES ACEEEPSS ESCAPEE, one that has escaped [n] 

ESCAPERS ACEEPRSS ESCAPER, one that escapes (to get away) [n] 

ESCAPING ACEGINPS ESCAPE, to get away [v] 

ESCAPISM ACEIMPSS avoidance of reality by diversion of mind [n -S] 

ESCAPIST ACEIPSST one given to escapism [n -S] 

ESCARGOT ACEGORST edible snail [n -S] 

ESCAROLE ACEELORS variety of endive [n -S] 

ESCARPED ACDEEPRS ESCARP, to cause to slope steeply [v] 

ESCHALOT ACEHLOST shallot (plant resembling onion) [n -S] 

ESCHEATS ACEEHSST ESCHEAT, to confiscate [v] 

ESCHEWAL ACEEHLSW act of eschewing (to avoid (to keep away from)) [n -S] 

ESCHEWED CDEEEHSW ESCHEW, to avoid (to keep away from) [v] 

ESCHEWER CEEEHRSW one that avoids something [n -S] 

ESCOLARS ACELORSS ESCOLAR, food fish [n] 

ESCORTED CDEEORST ESCORT, to accompany (to go with as companion) [v] 
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ESCOTING CEGINOST ESCOT, to provide support for [v] 

ESCROWED CDEEORSW ESCROW, to place in custody of third party [v] 

ESCUAGES ACEEGSSU ESCUAGE, scutage (tax exacted by feudal lord in lieu of military service) [n] 

ESCULENT CEELNSTU something that is edible [n -S] 

ESERINES EEEINRSS ESERINE, toxic alkaloid [n] 

ESOPHAGI AEGHIOPS tubes connecting mouth to stomach [n ESOPHAGI] 

ESOTERIC CEEIORST designed for select few [adj] 

ESPALIER AEEILPRS to furnish with trellis [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ESPARTOS AEOPRSST ESPARTO, perennial grass [n] 

ESPECIAL ACEEILPS special (of distinct kind or character) [adj] 

ESPIEGLE EEEGILPS playful (frolicsome) [adj] 

ESPOUSAL AELOPSSU marriage ceremony [n -S] 

ESPOUSED DEEOPSSU ESPOUSE, to marry (to enter into marriage) [v] 

ESPOUSER EEOPRSSU one that espouses (to marry (to enter into marriage)) [n -S] 

ESPOUSES EEOPSSSU ESPOUSE, to marry (to enter into marriage) [v] 

ESPRESSO EEOPRSSS strong coffee [n -S] 

ESQUIRED DEEIQRSU ESQUIRE, to escort (to accompany (to go with as companion)) [v] 

ESQUIRES EEIQRSSU ESQUIRE, to escort (to accompany (to go with as companion)) [v] 

ESSAYERS AEERSSSY ESSAYER, one that essays (to try (to attempt)) [n] 

ESSAYING AEGINSSY ESSAY, to try (to attempt (to make effort to do or accomplish)) [v] 

ESSAYIST AEISSSTY writer of essays (prose compositions) [n -S] 

ESSENCES CEEENSSS ESSENCE, fundamental nature or quality [n] 

ESSONITE EEINOSST variety of garnet [n -S] 

ESTANCIA AACEINST cattle ranch [n -S] 

ESTATING AEGINSTT ESTATE, to provide with landed property [v] 

ESTEEMED DEEEEMST ESTEEM, to have high opinion of [v] 

ESTERASE AEEERSST type of enzyme (complex protein) [n -S] 

ESTERIFY EEFIRSTY to convert into ester [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

ESTHESES EEEHSSST ESTHESIS, esthesia (ability to receive sensation) [n] 

ESTHESIA AEEHISST ability to receive sensation [n -S] 

ESTHESIS EEHISSST esthesia (ability to receive sensation) [n -SES, -ES] 

ESTHETES EEEHSSTT ESTHETE, esthetic person [n] 

ESTHETIC CEEHISTT conception of beauty [n -S] 

ESTIMATE AEEIMSTT to make approximate judgment of [v -D, -TING, -S] 

ESTIVATE AEEISTTV to spend summer [v -D, -ING, -S] 

ESTOPPED DEEOPPST ESTOP, to impede by estoppel [v] 

ESTOPPEL EELOPPST legal restraint preventing person from contradicting his own previous statement [n -S] 

ESTOVERS EEORSSTV necessities allowed by law [n -S] 

ESTRAGON AEGNORST tarragon (perennial herb) [n -S] 

ESTRANGE AEEGNRST to alienate (to make indifferent or unfriendly) [v -D, -GING, -S] 

ESTRAYED ADEERSTY ESTRAY, to stray (to wander from proper area or course) [v] 

ESTREATS AEERSSTT ESTREAT, to copy from court records for use in prosecution [v] 

ESTRIOLS EILORSST ESTRIOL, estrogen (female sex hormone promoting or producing estrus) [n] 

ESTROGEN EEGNORST female sex hormone promoting or producing estrus [n -S] 

ESTRONES EENORSST ESTRONE, estrogen (female sex hormone promoting or producing estrus) [n] 

ESTRUSES EERSSSTU ESTRUS, period of heat in female mammals [n] 

ESURIENT EEINRSTU greedy (marked by greed) [adj] 
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ETAGERES AEEEGRST ETAGERE, ornamental stand [n] 

ETAMINES AEEIMNST ETAMINE, loosely woven fabric [n] 

ETATISMS AEIMSSTT ETATISM, state socialism [n] 

ETCETERA ACEEERTT number of additional items [n -S] 

ETCHANTS ACEHNSTT ETCHANT, substance used in etching [n] 

ETCHINGS CEGHINST ETCHING, etched design [n] 

ETERNALS AEELNRST ETERNAL, something lasting forever [n] 

ETERNISE EEEINRST to eternize (to make everlasting) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

ETERNITY EEINRTTY infinite time [n -TIES] 

ETERNIZE EEEINRTZ to make everlasting [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

ETESIANS AEEINSST ETESIAN, annually recurring wind [n] 

ETHANALS AAEHLNST ETHANAL, volatile liquid compound [n] 

ETHANOLS AEHLNOST ETHANOL, alcohol (flammable liquid) [n] 

ETHEPHON EEHHNOPT synthetic plant growth regulator [n -S] 

ETHEREAL AEEEHLRT airy (having nature of air) [adj] 

ETHERIFY EEFHIRTY to convert into ether [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

ETHERISE EEEHIRST to etherize (to treat with ether) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

ETHERISH EEHHIRST resembling ether (volatile liquid used as anesthetic) [adj] 

ETHERIZE EEEHIRTZ to treat with ether [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

ETHICALS ACEHILST ETHICAL, drug sold by prescription only [n] 

ETHICIAN ACEHIINT ethicist (specialist in ethics) [n -S] 

ETHICIST CEHIISTT specialist in ethics [n -S] 

ETHICIZE CEEHIITZ to make ethical [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

ETHINYLS EHILNSTY ETHINYL, ethynyl (univalent chemical radical) [n] 

ETHMOIDS DEHIMOST ETHMOID, bone of nasal cavity [n] 

ETHNARCH ACEHHNRT ruler of people or province [n -S] 

ETHNICAL ACEHILNT ETHNIC, member of particular ethnos [adj] 

ETHNONYM EHMNNOTY name of ethnic group [n -S] 

ETHNOSES EEHNOSST ETHNOS, group of people who share common and distinctive culture [n] 

ETHOGRAM AEGHMORT list of behavior patterns of species [n -S] 

ETHOLOGY EGHLOOTY study of animal behavior [n -GIES] 

ETHOXIES EEHIOSTX ETHOXY, ethoxyl (univalent chemical radical) [n] 

ETHOXYLS EHLOSTXY ETHOXYL, univalent chemical radical [n] 

ETHYLATE AEEHLTTY to introduce ethyl group into [v -D, -TING, -S] 

ETHYLENE EEEHLNTY flammable gas [n -S] 

ETHYNYLS EHLNSTYY ETHYNYL, univalent chemical radical [n] 

ETIOLATE AEEILOTT to whiten (to make white) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

ETIOLOGY EGILOOTY study of causes of diseases [n -GIES] 

ETOUFFEE EEEFFOTU Cajun stew [n -S] 

EUCAINES ACEEINSU EUCAINE, anesthetic [n] 

EUCALYPT ACELPTUY evergreen tree [n -S] 

EUCHARIS ACEHIRSU flowering plant [n -ES] 

EUCHRING CEGHINRU EUCHRE, to prevent from winning three tricks in euchre (card game) [v] 

EUCLASES ACEELSSU EUCLASE, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n] 

EUCRITES CEEIRSTU EUCRITE, type of meteorite [n] 

EUCRITIC CCEIIRTU EUCRITE, type of meteorite [adj] 

EUDAEMON ADEEMNOU eudemon (good spirit) [n -S] 
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EUDAIMON ADEIMNOU eudemon (good spirit) [n -S] 

EUDEMONS DEEMNOSU EUDEMON, good spirit [n] 

EUGENIAS AEEGINSU EUGENIA, tropical evergreen tree [n] 

EUGENICS CEEGINSU science of hereditary improvement [n EUGENICS] 

EUGENIST EEGINSTU student of eugenics [n -S] 

EUGENOLS EEGLNOSU EUGENOL, aromatic liquid [n] 

EUGLENAS AEEGLNSU EUGLENA, freshwater protozoan [n] 

EUGLENID DEEGILNU euglena (freshwater protozoan) [n -S] 

EULACHAN AACEHLNU eulachon (marine food fish) [n -S] 

EULACHON ACEHLNOU marine food fish [n -S] 

EULOGIAE AEEGILOU EULOGIA, EULOGIUM, eulogy (formal expression of high praise) [n] 

EULOGIAS AEGILOSU EULOGIA, EULOGIUM, eulogy (formal expression of high praise) [n] 

EULOGIES EEGILOSU EULOGY, formal expression of high praise [n] 

EULOGISE EEGILOSU to eulogize (to praise highly) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

EULOGIST EGILOSTU one that eulogizes (to praise highly) [n -S] 

EULOGIUM EGILMOUU eulogy (formal expression of high praise) [n -IA, -S] 

EULOGIZE EEGILOUZ to praise highly [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

EUONYMUS EMNOSUUY any of genus of shrubs or small trees [n -ES] 

EUPATRID ADEIPRTU aristocrat of ancient Athens [n -AE, -S] 

EUPEPSIA AEEIPPSU good digestion [n -S] 

EUPEPTIC CEEIPPTU EUPEPSIA, good digestion [adj] 

EUPHENIC CEEHINPU dealing with biological improvement [adj] 

EUPHONIC CEHINOPU EUPHONY, pleasant sound [adj] 

EUPHORIA AEHIOPRU feeling of well-being [n -S] 

EUPHORIC CEHIOPRU EUPHORIA, feeling of well-being [adj] 

EUPHOTIC CEHIOPTU pertaining to upper layer of body of water [adj] 

EUPHRASY AEHPRSUY annual herb [n -SIES] 

EUPHROES EEHOPRSU EUPHROE, device used to adjust shipboard awning [n] 

EUPHUISM EHIMPSUU artificially elegant style of speech or writing [n -S] 

EUPHUIST EHIPSTUU one given to euphuism [n -S] 

EUPLOIDS DEILOPSU EUPLOID, cell having three or more identical genomes [n] 

EUPLOIDY DEILOPUY state of being euploid (cell having three or more identical genomes) [n -DIES] 

EUPNOEAS AEENOPSU EUPNOEA, eupnea (normal breathing) [n] 

EUPNOEIC CEEINOPU EUPNOEA, eupnea (normal breathing) [adj] 

EUROKIES EEIKORSU EUROKY, ability of organism to live under variable conditions [n] 

EUROKOUS EKOORSUU EUROKY, ability of organism to live under variable conditions [adj] 

EUROLAND ADELNORU eurozone (area formed by countries using euro) [n -S] 

EUROPIUM EIMOPRUU metallic element [n -S] 

EUROZONE EENOORUZ area formed by countries using euro [n -S] 

EURYBATH ABEHRTUY organism that can live in wide range of water depths [n [-S] 

EURYTHMY EHMRTUYY harmony of movement or structure [n -MIES] 

EUSOCIAL ACEILOSU pertaining to animal society marked by specialization of tasks [adj] 

EUSTATIC ACEISTTU EUSTACY, worldwide change in sea level [adj] 

EUSTELES EEELSSTU EUSTELE, plant part [n] 

EUSTRESS EERSSSTU beneficial stress [n -ES]  

EUTAXIES AEEISTUX EUTAXY, good order [n] 

EUTECTIC CCEEITTU alloy that has lowest possible melting point [n -S] 
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EUTROPHY EHOPRTUY healthful nutrition [n -HIES] 

EUXENITE EEEINTUX mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

EVACUANT AACENTUV cathartic medicine [n -S] 

EVACUATE AACEETUV to remove from dangerous area [v -D, -TING, -S] 

EVACUEES ACEEESUV EVACUEE, one that is evacuated [n] 

EVADABLE AABDEELV EVADE, to escape or avoid by cleverness or deceit [adj] 

EVADIBLE ABDEEILV EVADE, to escape or avoid by cleverness or deceit [adj] 

EVALUATE AAEELTUV to determine value of [v -D, -TING, -S] 

EVANESCE ACEEENSV to fade away [v -D, -CING, -S] 

EVANGELS AEEGLNSV EVANGEL, preacher of gospel [n] 

EVASIONS AEINOSSV EVASION, act of evading (to escape or avoid by cleverness or deceit) [n] 

EVECTION CEEINOTV irregularity in moon's motion [n -S] 

EVENFALL AEEFLLNV twilight (early evening light) [n -S] 

EVENINGS EEGINNSV EVENING, latter part of day and early part of night [n] 

EVENNESS EEENNSSV state of being even (flat and smooth) [n -ES] 

EVENSONG EEGNNOSV evening prayer service [n -S] 

EVENTERS EEENRSTV EVENTER, horse or rider competing in eventing [n] 

EVENTFUL EEFLNTUV momentous [adj] 

EVENTIDE DEEEINTV evening (latter part of day and early part of night) [n -S] 

EVENTING EEGINNTV equestrian competition [n -S] 

EVENTIVE EEEINTVV denoting event (something that occurs (to take place)) [adj] 

EVENTUAL AEELNTUV occurring at later time [adj] 

EVERMORE EEEMORRV forever [adv] 

EVERSION EEINORSV act of everting (to turn outward or inside out) [n -S] 

EVERTING EEGINRTV EVERT, to turn outward or inside out [v] 

EVERTORS EEORRSTV EVERTOR, muscle that turns part outward [n] 

EVERYDAY ADEERVYY routine day [n -S] 

EVERYMAN AEEMNRVY typical or ordinary man [n -MEN] 

EVERYMEN EEEMNRVY EVERYMAN, typical or ordinary man [n] 

EVERYONE EEENORVY every person [pron] 

EVERYWAY AEERVWYY in every way [adv] 

EVICTEES CEEEISTV EVICTEE, one that is evicted [n] 

EVICTING CEGIINTV EVICT, to expel by legal process [v] 

EVICTION CEIINOTV act of evicting (to expel by legal process) [n -S] 

EVICTORS CEIORSTV EVICTOR, one that evicts (to expel by legal process) [n] 

EVIDENCE CDEEEINV to indicate clearly [v -D, -CING, -S] 

EVILDOER DEEILORV one that does evil [n -S] 

EVILLEST EEILLSTV EVIL, morally bad [adj] 

EVILNESS EEILNSSV quality of being evil (morally bad) [n -ES] 

EVINCING CEGIINNV EVINCE, to show clearly [v] 

EVINCIVE CEEIINVV EVINCE, to show clearly [adj] 

EVITABLE ABEEILTV EVITE, to avoid (to keep away from) [adj] 

EVOCABLE ABCEELOV capable of being evoked [adj] 

EVOCATOR ACEOORTV one that evokes (to call forth) [n -S] 

EVOLUTES EELOSTUV EVOLUTE, type of geometric curve [n] 

EVOLVERS EELORSVV EVOLVER, one that evolves (to develop (to bring to more advanced or effective state)) [n] 

EVOLVING EGILNOVV EVOLVE, to develop (to bring to more advanced or effective state) [v] 
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EVONYMUS EMNOSUVY euonymus (any of genus of shrubs or small trees) [n -ES] 

EVULSING EGILNSUV EVULSE, to extract forcibly [v] 

EVULSION EILNOSUV act of pulling out [n -S] 

EXABYTES ABEESTXY EXABYTE, one quintillion bytes [n] 

EXACTERS ACEERSTX EXACTER, one that exacts (to force payment or yielding of) [n] 

EXACTING ACEGINTX EXACT, to force payment or yielding of [v] 

EXACTION ACEINOTX act of exacting (to force payment or yielding of) [n -S] 

EXACTORS ACEORSTX EXACTOR, exacter (one that exacts (to force payment or yielding of)) [n] 

EXAHERTZ AEEHRTXZ one quintillion hertz [n EXAHERTZ, -ES] 

EXALTERS AEELRSTX EXALTER, one that exalts (to raise (to move to higher position)) [n] 

EXALTING AEGILNTX EXALT, to raise (to move to higher position) [v] 

EXAMINED ADEEIMNX EXAMINE, to inspect (to look carefully at or over) [v] 

EXAMINEE AEEEIMNX one that is taking examination [n -S] 

EXAMINER AEEIMNRX one that examines (to inspect (to look carefully at or over)) [n -S] 

EXAMINES AEEIMNSX EXAMINE, to inspect (to look carefully at or over) [v] 

EXAMPLED ADEELMPX EXAMPLE, to show by representation [v] 

EXAMPLES AEELMPSX EXAMPLE, to show by representation [v] 

EXANTHEM AEEHMNTX skin eruption [n -S] 

EXAPTIVE AEEIPTVX pertaining to exapted function [adj] 

EXARCHAL AACEHLRX EXARCH, ruler of province in Byzantine Empire [adj] 

EXCAVATE AACEETVX to dig out [v -D, -TING, -S] 

EXCEEDED CDDEEEEX EXCEED, to go beyond [v] 

EXCEEDER CDEEEERX one that exceeds (to go beyond) [n -S] 

EXCELLED CDEEELLX EXCEL, to surpass others [v] 

EXCEPTED CDEEEPTX EXCEPT, to leave out [v] 

EXCERPTS CEEPRSTX EXCERPT, to pick out passage from for quoting [v] 

EXCESSED CDEEESSX EXCESS, to eliminate position of [v] 

EXCESSES CEEESSSX EXCESS, to eliminate position of [v] 

EXCHANGE ACEEGHNX to give and receive reciprocally [v -D, -GING, -S] 

EXCIDING CDEGIINX EXCIDE, to excise (to remove by cutting out) [v] 

EXCIMERS CEEIMRSX EXCIMER, dimer that exists in excited state [n] 

EXCIPLES CEEILPSX EXCIPLE, rim around hymenium of various lichens [n] 

EXCISING CEGIINSX EXCISE, to remove by cutting out [v] 

EXCISION CEIINOSX act of excising (to remove by cutting out) [n -S] 

EXCITANT ACEINTTX stimulant [n -S] 

EXCITERS CEEIRSTX EXCITER, one that excites (to arouse emotions of) [n] 

EXCITING CEGIINTX EXCITE, to arouse emotions of [v] 

EXCITONS CEINOSTX EXCITON, phenomenon occurring in excited crystal [n] 

EXCITORS CEIORSTX EXCITOR, exciter (one that excites (to arouse emotions of)) [n] 

EXCLAIMS ACEILMSX EXCLAIM, to cry out suddenly [v] 

EXCLAVES ACEELSVX EXCLAVE, portion of country which is isolated in foreign territory [n] 

EXCLUDED CDDEELUX EXCLUDE, to shut out [v] 

EXCLUDER CDEELRUX one that excludes (to shut out) [n -S] 

EXCLUDES CDEELSUX EXCLUDE, to shut out [v] 

EXCRETAL ACEELRTX EXCRETA, excreted matter [adj] 

EXCRETED CDEEERTX EXCRETE, to separate and eliminate from organic body [v] 

EXCRETER CEEERRTX one that excretes (to separate and eliminate from organic body) [n -S] 
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EXCRETES CEEERSTX EXCRETE, to separate and eliminate from organic body [v] 

EXCURSUS CERSSUUX long appended exposition of topic [n -ES] 

EXCUSERS CEERSSUX EXCUSER, one that excuses (to apologize for) [n] 

EXCUSING CEGINSUX EXCUSE, to apologize for [v] 

EXECRATE ACEEERTX to curse (to wish evil upon) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

EXECUTED CDEEETUX EXECUTE, to carry out [v] 

EXECUTER CEEERTUX executor (one that executes (to carry out)) [n -S] 

EXECUTES CEEESTUX EXECUTE, to carry out [v] 

EXECUTOR CEEORTUX one that executes (to carry out) [n -S] 

EXEGESES EEEEGSSX EXEGESIS, critical explanation or analysis [n] 

EXEGESIS EEEGISSX critical explanation or analysis [n -SES] 

EXEGETES EEEEGSTX EXEGETE, one skilled in exegesis [n] 

EXEGETIC CEEEGITX EXEGESIS, critical explanation or analysis [adj] 

EXEMPLAR AEELMPRX one that is worthy of being copied [n -S] 

EXEMPLUM EELMMPUX example [n -LA] 

EXEMPTED DEEEMPTX EXEMPT, to free from obligation required of others [v] 

EXEQUIAL AEEILQUX EXEQUY, funeral procession [adj] 

EXEQUIES EEEIQSUX EXEQUY, funeral procession [n] 

EXERCISE CEEEIRSX to make use of [v -D, -SING, -S] 

EXERGUAL AEEGLRUX EXERGUE, space on coin [adj] 

EXERGUES EEEGRSUX EXERGUE, space on coin [n] 

EXERTING EEGINRTX EXERT, to put into action [v] 

EXERTION EEINORTX act of exerting (to put into action) [n -S] 

EXERTIVE EEEIRTVX tending to exert [adj] 

EXHALANT AAEHLNTX something that exhales (to expel air or vapor) [n -S] 

EXHALENT AEEHLNTX exhalant (something that exhales (to expel air or vapor)) [n -S] 

EXHALING AEGHILNX EXHALE, to expel air or vapor [v] 

EXHAUSTS AEHSSTUX EXHAUST, to use up [v] 

EXHEDRAE ADEEEHRX EXHEDRA, exedra (curved outdoor bench) [n] 

EXHIBITS BEHIISTX EXHIBIT, to present for public viewing [v] 

EXHORTED DEEHORTX EXHORT, to advise urgently [v] 

EXHORTER EEHORRTX one that exhorts (to advise urgently) [n -S] 

EXHUMERS EEHMRSUX EXHUMER, one that exhumes (to dig out of earth) [n] 

EXHUMING EGHIMNUX EXHUME, to dig out of earth [v] 

EXIGENCE CEEEGINX exigency (urgency (quality of being urgent (requiring immediate attention))) [n -S] 

EXIGENCY CEEGINXY urgency (quality of being urgent (requiring immediate attention)) [n -CIES] 

EXIGIBLE BEEGIILX liable to be demanded [adj] 

EXIGUITY EGIITUXY state of being exiguous (meager (deficient in quantity or quality)) [n -TIES] 

EXIGUOUS EGIOSUUX meager (deficient in quantity or quality) [adj] 

EXILABLE ABEEILLX EXILE, to banish from one's own country [adj] 

EXIMIOUS EIIMOSUX excellent [adj] 

EXISTENT EEINSTTX something that exists (to be (to have actuality)) [n -S] 

EXISTING EGIINSTX EXIST, to be (to have actuality) [v] 

EXITLESS EEILSSTX lacking way out [adj] 

EXOCARPS ACEOPRSX EXOCARP, epicarp (outer layer of pericarp) [n] 

EXOCRINE CEEINORX external secretion [n -S] 

EXOCYTIC CCEIOTXY pertaining to cellular excretion [adj] 
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EXODERMS DEEMORSX EXODERM, ectoderm (outermost germ layer of embryo) [n] 

EXODUSES DEEOSSUX EXODUS, movement away [n] 

EXOERGIC CEEGIORX releasing energy (capacity for vigorous activity) [adj] 

EXOGAMIC ACEGIMOX EXOGAMY, marriage outside of particular group [adj] 

EXOGENIC CEEGINOX formed or occurring on surface of earth [adj] 

EXONEREE EEEENORX one proven not guilty [n -S]  

EXONUMIA AEIMNOUX collectible items other than coins or paper money [n EXONUMIA] 

EXORABLE ABEELORX persuadable [adj] 

EXORCISE CEEIORSX to free of evil spirit [v -D, -SING, -S] 

EXORCISM CEIMORSX act of exorcising (to free of evil spirit) [n -S] 

EXORCIST CEIORSTX one who practices exorcism (act of exorcising (to free of evil spirit)) [n -S] 

EXORCIZE CEEIORXZ to exorcise (to free of evil spirit) [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

EXORDIAL ADEILORX EXORDIUM, beginning [adj] 

EXORDIUM DEIMORUX beginning [n -IA, -S] 

EXOSMOSE EEMOOSSX form of osmosis [n -S] 

EXOSPORE EEOOPRSX outer coat of spore [n -S] 

EXOTERIC CEEIORTX suitable for public [adj] 

EXOTISMS EIMOSSTX EXOTISM, exotic (something from another part of world) [n] 

EXOTOXIC CEIOOTXX EXOTOXIN, excreted toxin [adj] 

EXOTOXIN EINOOTXX excreted toxin [n -S] 

EXPANDED ADDEENPX EXPAND, to increase in size or volume [v] 

EXPANDER ADEENPRX one that expands (to increase in size or volume) [n -S] 

EXPANDOR ADENOPRX type of transducer [n -S] 

EXPANSES AEENPSSX EXPANSE, wide, continuous area [n] 

EXPECTED CDEEEPTX EXPECT, to anticipate [v] 

EXPECTER CEEEPRTX one that expects (to anticipate) [n -S] 

EXPEDITE DEEEIPTX to speed up progress of [v -D, -TING, -S] 

EXPELLED DEEELLPX EXPEL, to force out [v] 

EXPELLEE EEEELLPX deportee (one who is deported) [n -S] 

EXPELLER EEELLPRX one that expels (to force out) [n -S] 

EXPENDED DDEEENPX EXPEND, to use up [v] 

EXPENDER DEEENPRX one that expends (to use up) [n -S] 

EXPENSED DEEENPSX EXPENSE, to charge with costs [v] 

EXPENSES EEENPSSX EXPENSE, to charge with costs [v] 

EXPERTED DEEEPRTX EXPERT, to serve as authority [v] 

EXPERTLY EELPRTXY skillfully (in skillful (having skill (ability to do something well)) manner) [adv] 

EXPIABLE ABEEILPX capable of being expiated [adj] 

EXPIATED ADEEIPTX EXPIATE, to atone for [v] 

EXPIATES AEEIPSTX EXPIATE, to atone for [v] 

EXPIATOR AEIOPRTX one that expiates (to atone for) [n -S] 

EXPIRERS EEIPRRSX EXPIRER, one that expires (to come to end) [n] 

EXPIRIES EEIIPRSX EXPIRY, termination [n] 

EXPIRING EGIINPRX EXPIRE, to come to end [v] 

EXPLAINS AEILNPSX EXPLAIN, to make plain or understandable [v] 

EXPLANTS AELNPSTX EXPLANT, to remove from natural site of growth and place in medium [v] 

EXPLICIT CEIILPTX statement formerly used at close of book [n -S] 

EXPLODED DDEELOPX EXPLODE, to blow up [v] 
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EXPLODER DEELOPRX one that explodes (to blow up) [n -S] 

EXPLODES DEELOPSX EXPLODE, to blow up [v] 

EXPLOITS EILOPSTX EXPLOIT, to take advantage of [v] 

EXPLORED DEELOPRX EXPLORE, to travel through for purpose of discovery [v] 

EXPLORER EELOPRRX one that explores (to travel through for purpose of discovery) [n -S] 

EXPLORES EELOPRSX EXPLORE, to travel through for purpose of discovery [v] 

EXPONENT EENNOPTX one who expounds [n -S] 

EXPORTED DEEOPRTX EXPORT, to send to other countries for commercial purposes [v] 

EXPORTER EEOPRRTX one that exports (to send to other countries for commercial purposes) [n -S] 

EXPOSALS AELOPSSX EXPOSAL, exposure (act of exposing (to lay open to view)) [n] 

EXPOSERS EEOPRSSX EXPOSER, one that exposes (to lay open to view) [n] 

EXPOSING EGINOPSX EXPOSE, to lay open to view [v] 

EXPOSITS EIOPSSTX EXPOSIT, to expound (to explain in detail) [v] 

EXPOSURE EEOPRSUX act of exposing (to lay open to view) [n -S] 

EXPOUNDS DENOPSUX EXPOUND, to explain in detail [v] 

EXPRESSO EEOPRSSX espresso (strong coffee) [n -S] 

EXPULSED DEELPSUX EXPULSE, to expel (to force out) [v] 

EXPULSES EELPSSUX EXPULSE, to expel (to force out) [v] 

EXPUNGED DEEGNPUX EXPUNGE, to delete (to remove written or printed matter) [v] 

EXPUNGER EEGNPRUX one that expunges (to delete (to remove written or printed matter)) [n -S] 

EXPUNGES EEGNPSUX EXPUNGE, to delete (to remove written or printed matter) [v] 

EXSCINDS CDEINSSX EXSCIND, to cut out [v] 

EXSECANT ACEENSTX trigonometric function of angle [n -S] 

EXSECTED CDEEESTX EXSECT, to cut out [v] 

EXSERTED DEEERSTX EXSERT, to thrust out [v] 

EXTENDED DDEEENTX EXTEND, to stretch out to full length [v] 

EXTENDER DEEENRTX substance added to another substance [n -S] 

EXTENSOR EENORSTX muscle that extends limb [n -S] 

EXTERIOR EEIORRTX part or surface that is outside [n -S] 

EXTERNAL AEELNRTX exterior (part or surface that is outside) [n -S] 

EXTERNES EEENRSTX EXTERNE, extern (nonresident of institution) [n] 

EXTINCTS CEINSTTX EXTINCT, to extinguish [v] 

EXTOLLED DEELLOTX EXTOL, to praise highly [v] / EXTOLL, to extol (to praise highly) [v] 

EXTOLLER EELLORTX one that extols (to praise highly) [n -S] 

EXTORTED DEEORTTX EXTORT, to obtain from person by violence or intimidation [v] 

EXTORTER EEORRTTX one that extorts (to obtain from person by violence or intimidation) [n -S] 

EXTRACTS ACERSTTX EXTRACT, to pull or draw out [v] 

EXTRADOS ADEORSTX outer curve of arch [n -ES] 

EXTRANET AEENRTTX intranet that permits limited access by outsiders [n -S] 

EXTREMER EEEMRRTX EXTREME, existing in very high degree [adj] 

EXTREMES EEEMRSTX EXTREME, highest degree [n] 

EXTREMUM EEMMRTUX maximum or minimum of mathematical function [n -MA, -S] 

EXTRORSE EEORRSTX facing outward [adj] 

EXTRUDED DDEERTUX EXTRUDE, to force, thrust, or push out [v] 

EXTRUDER DEERRTUX one that extrudes (to force, thrust, or push out) [n -S] 

EXTRUDES DEERSTUX EXTRUDE, to force, thrust, or push out [v] 

EXTUBATE ABEETTUX to remove tube from [v -D, -TING, -S] 
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EXUDATES ADEESTUX EXUDATE, exuded substance [n] 

EXULTANT AELNTTUX exulting [adj] 

EXULTING EGILNTUX EXULT, to rejoice greatly [v] 

EXURBIAS ABEIRSUX EXURBIA, exurb (residential area lying beyond suburbs of city) [n] 

EXUVIATE AEEITUVX to molt (to cast off outer covering) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

EYEBALLS ABEELLSY EYEBALL, to eye (to watch closely) [v] 

EYEBEAMS ABEEEMSY EYEBEAM, glance [n] 

EYEBLACK ABCEEKLY dark pigment applied under eyes [n -S] 

EYEBLINK BEEIKLNY instant (very short time) [n -S] 

EYEBOLTS BEELOSTY EYEBOLT, type of bolt or screw [n] 

EYEBROWS BEEORSWY EYEBROW, ridge over eye [n] 

EYEDNESS DEEENSSY preference for use of one eye over other [n -ES] 

EYEDROPS DEEOPRSY medicated solution for eyes applied in drops [n EYEDROPS] 

EYEFOLDS DEEFLOSY EYEFOLD, fold of skin of upper eyelid [n] 

EYEGLASS AEEGLSSY lens used to aid vision [n -ES] 

EYEHOLES EEEHLOSY EYEHOLE, small opening [n] 

EYEHOOKS EEHKOOSY EYEHOOK, type of hook [n] 

EYELETED DEEEELTY EYELET, to make small hole in [v] 

EYELIFTS EEFILSTY EYELIFT, plastic surgery of eyelid [n] 

EYELINER EEEILNRY makeup for eyes [n -S] 

EYEPATCH ACEEHPTY patch worn to protect injured eye [n -ES] 

EYEPIECE CEEEEIPY lens or lens group nearest eye in optical instrument [n -S] 

EYEPOINT EEINOPTY point at which eye is placed in using optical instrument [n -S] 

EYESHADE ADEEEHSY visor for shading eyes [n -S] 

EYESHINE EEEHINSY reflection from eyes of some animals [n -S] 

EYESHOTS EEHOSSTY EYESHOT, range of vision [n] 

EYESIGHT EEGHISTY ability to see [n -S] 

EYESORES EEEORSSY EYESORE, something offensive to sight [n] 

EYESPOTS EEOPSSTY EYESPOT, simple visual organ of lower animals [n] 

EYESTALK AEEKLSTY stalklike structure with eye at its tip [n -S] 

EYESTONE EEENOSTY disk used to remove foreign matter from eye [n -S] 

EYETEETH EEEEHTTY EYETOOTH, cuspid (pointed tooth) [n] 

EYETOOTH EEHOOTTY cuspid (pointed tooth) [n -TEETH] 

EYEWATER AEEERTWY eyewash (eye lotion) [n -S] 

EYEWINKS EEIKNSWY EYEWINK, wink of eye [n] 
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